Transas vision helps CSMART
Academy train the best
Carnival takes training seriously as it invests in its future
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State-of-the-art Transas simulators underpin a transformation
in the way Carnival prepares its bridge officers and engineers
at its new CSMART training hub before they take charge of
some of the most expensive vessels in the world.
The culmination of almost two years of intensive
R&D investment, Carnival Corporation's new
world-class Centre for Simulator and Maritime
Training (CSMART) officially opened in Almere,
about half an hour drive from Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, in the summer of 2016.
This facility embodies Carnival’s commitment to a
step-change in seafarer training in pursuit of
enhanced safety at sea. CSMART currently runs 17
courses - accredited by the UK Maritime and
Coastguard Agency (MCA), Netherlands Shipping
Inspectorate, and DNV GL - and plans to expand the
curriculum to address the increasing complexity of
equipment on board contemporary passenger
ships.
It is technology that officers are unlikely to have
encountered in their training at academies before
joining Carnival.
With over 10,000 sq m of floor-space spreading
over five stories, the new facility houses
navigational and engine room simulators in various
configurations from classroom stations up to
part-task and full mission solutions, interlinked to
provide training and assessment for the entire crew.
Delivered by Transas as an Integrated Full Mission
Simulation Academy Solution, the facilities will be in
constant use providing training for the thousands of
deck and engineering officers that keep the group’s
101 cruise ships running, making it one of the
world’s busiest maritime training facilities.
‘Academy’ is the approach Transas conceived to
depict its integrated methodology for maritime
training, which combines technology, high-quality
content and expertise to provide a bridge between
STCW and the competency required to take charge
of 21st century ships.
CSMART Managing Director, Hans Hederström
claimed that, overall, Carnival has invested €75 mill
in its new training centre. “Providing the world’s
best training to our deck and engineering officers is
essential in helping us meet our safety priority,” he
explained. “We recruit the best instructors in the
maritime industry and we have formed important
partnerships with companies, such as Transas. The
solutions provide our instructors with truly
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state-of-the-art technology and the ability to offer
the best possible experience to the thousands of
officers who go through our intensive curriculum.”

Transformative Technology
Transas CEO Frank Coles
saw the opening of
CSMART as a milestone for
Transas, but also for
seafarer training and the
maritime industry’s
relationship with
technology.
“By applying technological advancements never
before utilised within the maritime industry,
Transas has created multi-simulator integrated
training that delivers an immersive, real world
situational environment in which multiple crew
members can interact, as if on a real vessel,” said
Coles. “This is the standard by which all training
should be measured.”
Training is one of four core elements of Transas’
new THESIS concept for enhanced vessel
operations and is integral to its bid to ‘connect the
dots’ of a maritime industry subject to a variety of
regulations and standards. In a world of
fast-changing technology and connectivity, an
individual may also progress towards competency
courtesy of training from a variety of sources.
Navies, shipping companies, oil & gas companies,
maritime schools or training centres, coastguards,
pilot associations and even port authorities can be
training providers at any given point in a maritime
career.

“The Transas approach is to deliver a simulation
training quality content development database and
scenarios that involve integrated solutions, because
we believe that knowledge exchange today needs to
build on a platform including technology, content
and expertise,” Coles said.
In technology terms, this points towards
connectivity within an ecosystem using the Cloud as
infrastructure, a learning management system
drawing on e-tutoring and online seafarer
competence records, computer-based training
assessment and scenario-based simulation.
Content, in turn, needs to move beyond regulation
to include high quality elements; examples include
non-regulated industry-driven content and support
for a global ECDIS training network (GET-Net). Other
training modules take in leadership and
management, fuel saving, operational excellence,
sea traffic management and equipment
management.

CSMART Grid
For CSMART, Coles added that ‘virtualisation’ of
simulation tasks has enabled digital solutions
company Transas to reduce the number of physical
apparatus required for a facility with comparable
capability by around three-quarters (from 650 to
150), cutting energy consumption by one-third in
the process. Individual hardware pieces are
effectively replaced by the NVIDIA GRID platform.
“Besides the power saving, this architecture
improves overall redundancy: zero downtime was
an important requirement, due to the high volume
of seafarers on tight, fixed training schedules
passing through the centre,” Coles explained.
The grid system also facilitates easier and more
flexible information exchange between the
simulators and other parts of the centre, such as

debriefing rooms, supported by CCTV cameras
synchronised to all of the workstations, for
recording and archiving training classes.
Transas developed 12 cruise ship models to
replicate bridge systems on Carnival vessels and
three new cruise ship engine models with different
propulsion systems, including some virtual replicas
of ship automation systems. Transas also
programmed simulation scenarios for 60 sailing
areas, including the major ports and cruise
destinations most frequently visited by Carnival
vessels.
The engineering section of the CSMART complex
includes four full mission engine room simulators,
12 sets of virtual machinery stations, and two high
voltage training systems. In addition, there are two
engine room simulator classrooms, each with 12
stations and four debriefing stations and rooms. To
ensure realistic training for engine room and
machinery functions, Transas adapted 3D graphics
techniques more commonly seen in computer
games, which allow trainees to walk through a
virtual replica of the vessel’s layout, moving their
avatar through machinery compartments via
gaming controllers or touch screens and interacting
with other trainees.
The navigation section of the simulation complex
comprises four full mission bridge simulators with
210 deg field of view, as well as two sets of bridge
wings with dome projections. These will be
augmented by six part-task bridge simulators with
120 deg of visualisation and two part-task bridges
with 180 deg horizontal field of view. Each bridge
simulator is arranged in the same configuration as
the actual bridge systems used on board Carnival
vessels. There are seven instructor control stations
for monitoring and controlling the bridge
simulators.
Transas also provided a modelling station with the
Model Wizard and Virtual Shipyard software, which
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will allow the centre to edit and create its own
sailing areas and ship models.

watch a live-feed of what’s happening on the
bridge.

Training philosophy

“State of the art full bridge simulators in
combination with a team of highly qualified
instructors – most with more than 25 years’
experience in the industry – give our bridge
personnel the opportunity to advance and test
their seafaring, critical thinking and problem
solving skills, whilst increasing their confidence,”
he said.

Carnival expects some 6,500 officers and
engineers – from across all ranks – to pass
through the doors of its new facility annually. For
instance, the cruise operator’s captains and
officers who have completed all seven weekly
courses must take an annual assessment to
ensure that their skills and competencies are up to
the corporate standard. Newly hired officers about
to join their first cruise ship have to spend two
weeks at the centre on simulator courses to
familiarise themselves with routine operations.
Overall, the new centre is providing participants
with an “extraordinary experience”, Hederström
claimed. He added that it typically takes less than
30 mins for officers to forget they are in the
simulator altogether, as the bridge equipment and
layout is a replica of what they find on board the
latest cruise ships and begin to behave exactly as
they would on board, allowing CSMART trainers to

Critically, Coles stressed that the integrated
approach allows trainers to deliver expertise as
the need arises, with simulation drilling down into
emerging industry trends such as LNG bunkering
and propulsion, or ice navigation.
“We are applying a holistic approach to simulation
and training delivery, supporting training providers
throughout the whole process from simulator
technology selection to the training facility design,
course content, training delivery, debriefing and
assessment,” he explained.
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